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The Boardman-Vogt tensor product of operadic bimodules

William Dwyer and Kathryn Hess

Abstract. We define and study a lift of the Boardman-Vogt tensor product
of operads to bimodules over operads.

Introduction

Let Op denote the category of symmetric operads in the monoidal category S
of simplicial sets. The Boardman-Vogt tensor product [3]

−⊗− : Op× Op → Op,

which endows the category Op with a symmetric monoidal structure, codifies inter-
changing algebraic structures. For all P,Q ∈ Op, a (P⊗ Q)-algebra can be viewed
as a P-algebra in the category of Q-algebras or as a Q-algebra in the category of
P-algebras. In this article we lift the Boardman-Vogt tensor product to the cate-
gory of composition bimodules over operads and study the properties of the lifted
tensor product.

The lifted Boardman-Vogt tensor product is an essential tool in two articles
that we are currently preparing. One of these articles concerns the space of con-
figurations in a product of framed manifolds, while in the second we generalize [7],
building an “operadic” model for the space of long links in R

m for m ≥ 4.
Let P,Q ∈ Op. Let BimodP,Q denote the category of composition bimodules

over P on the left and Q on the right. An object of BimodP,Q is a symmetric sequence
in S endowed with a left action of P and a right action of Q, with respect to the
composition monoidal product ◦ of symmetric sequences, which are appropriately
compatible. A pair of operad morphisms ϕ : P → P′ and ψ : Q → Q′ gives rise to a
functor (ϕ∗, ψ∗) : BimodP′,Q′ → BimodP,Q by restriction of coefficients.

Gathering together all composition bimodules over all operads, we form a cat-
egory Bimod. An object of Bimod is a composition bimodule over a pair of operads
(P,Q). A morphism in Bimod from a (P,Q)-bimodule M to a (P′,Q′)-bimodule
M′ consists of a triple (ϕ, ψ, f), where ϕ : P → P′ and ψ : Q → Q′ are operad
morphisms, and f : M → (ϕ∗, ψ∗)(M′) is a morphism of (P,Q)-bimodules. There
is an obvious projection functor Π : Bimod → Op× Op, which admits a section

Γ : Op× Op → Bimod : (P,Q) �→ P ◦ Q,
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where P◦Q is viewed as the free (P,Q)-bimodule on a generating symmetric sequence
that is a singleton concentrated in arity 1.

In this article we construct a functor

−⊗̃− : Bimod× Bimod → Bimod

such that both Π and Γ are strictly monoidal with respect to ⊗̃ and ⊗ (Theorem
1.14). In other words, if M is a (P,Q)-bimodule and M′ is a (P′,Q′)-bimodule, then
M⊗̃M′ is an (P⊗P′,Q⊗Q′)-bimodule, and (P ◦Q)⊗̃(P′ ◦Q′) = (P⊗P′) ◦ (Q⊗Q′).

Underlying the lift −⊗̃− of the Boardman-Vogt tensor product is an intrigu-
ing closed, symmetric monoidal structure on the category of symmetric sequences,
which we call thematrix monoidal structure (Section 1.3). To the best of our knowl-
edge, this monoidal structure has not appeared before in the literature, though it
arises quite naturally. We provide an explicit description of the adjoint hom-functor
(Proposition 1.12), in terms of a certain endofunctor on the category of symmetric
sequences, which we call the divided powers functor (Definition 1.7). The key to
constructing the lift −⊗̃− is the existence of a well-behaved natural transforma-
tion that intertwines the matrix monoidal structure and the composition monoidal
structure on the category of symmetric sequences in a way compatible with the
multiplication on the Boardman-Vogt tensor product of operads (Proposition 1.20
and Theorem 1.22).

As the divided powers functor is interesting in itself, we also elaborate on its
relationship to standard operadic algebra. We show, in particular, that the divided
powers functor preserves operadic bimodule structure (Proposition 2.1), which en-
ables us to prove that the monoidal structure on Bimod is closed (Proposition 2.3).
The divided powers functor also converts operads endowed with an axial structure
(Definition 2.4) into nonunital operads (Proposition 2.11). We provide several ex-
amples of such operads. Finally, we observe that the divided powers functor is
monoidal with respect to the levelwise and graded monoidal structures on symmet-
ric sequences (Proposition 2.15).

We prove Proposition 1.20 and Theorem 1.22 in the appendix, as their proofs
are rather long and technical and might distract the reader from the actual con-
struction of the lifted Boardman-Vogt tensor product, if left in the main body of
the text. These proofs involve a coordinate-free approach to symmetric sequences
and their various monoidal structures, which may be of independent interest.

Conventions. If A and B are objects in a small category C, then C(A,B)
denotes the set of morphisms in C with source A and target B. We often denote
the identity morphism on an object A also by A.

We denote the category of simplicial sets by S. If G is any group, then SG
denotes the category of simplicial sets endowed with a simplicial G-action and of
G-equivariant simplicial morphisms.

We denote the symmetric group on n letters by Sn.
To limit confusion, we reserve the symbol ◦ for the composition product of

(symmetric) sequences to as great an extent as possible, denoting composition of
composable morphisms f : A → B and g : B → C simply gf : A → C.

1. Lifting the Boardman-Vogt tensor product

Throughout this section we work in the category S of simplicial sets, endowed
with its cartesian monoidal structure. Similar constructions and arguments work
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when the underlying category is that of compactly generated Hausdorff spaces with
its usual monoidal structure.

1.1. The Boardman-Vogt tensor product of operads. Before recalling
the Boardman-Vogt tensor product of operads, we introduce some useful notation.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the usual composition monoidal struc-
ture on the category of symmetric sequences in a cocomplete monoidal category,
denoted ◦ in this article, and with operads, the monoids in this category. Relevant
introductory references include [9], [11], and [12]. We recall that the category Op
of operads in simplicial sets is cocomplete; see, e.g., [7, Section 4] for a discussion
of coproducts in Op and their properties.

Notation 1.1. For any two (symmetric) sequences X =
(
X(n)

)
n≥0

and Y =(
Y(n)

)
n≥0

of simplicial sets, a representative of a typical element of arity n in the

composition product X ◦ Y of the two sequences is denoted (x; y1, ..., yk; τ ), where
x ∈ X(k) and yi ∈ Y(ni) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, with

∑
i ni = n, and τ ∈ Sn. The right

action of Sn on X ◦ Y is given by

(x; y1, ..., yk; Id) · τ = (x; y1, ..., yk; τ ).

Recall that if τi ∈ Sni
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and n =

∑k
i=1 ni, then τ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ τk ∈ Sn

is the permutation “block by block” specified by

(τ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ τk)(l) = τj
(
l −

j−1∑
i=1

ni

)
+

j−1∑
i=1

ni for all

j−1∑
i=1

ni < l ≤
j∑

i=1

ni.

The equivalence relation on representatives of elements of X ◦ Y satisfies

(x; y1, ..., yk; τ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ τk) ∼ (x; y1 · τ−1
1 , · · · , yk · τ−1

k ; Id)

and

(x · σ−1; y1, ..., yk; Id) ∼ (x; yσ(1), ..., yσ(k); Id)

for all σ ∈ Sk and τi ∈ Sni
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, where x ∈ X(k) and yi ∈ Y(ni) for

1 ≤ i ≤ k.
If P is an operad with multiplication map μ : P ◦ P → P, and p ∈ P(k),

pi ∈ P(ni) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k with
∑

i ni = n, then we write

p(p1, ..., pk) := μ(p; p1, ..., pk; Id) ∈ P(n).

Note that since μ is equivariant, it is specified by its values on elements of P ◦ P

with representatives of the form (p; p1, ..., pk; Id)

Definition 1.2 ([3], [6]). The Boardman-Vogt tensor product of operads P

and Q is the operad P⊗ Q that is the quotient of the coproduct P
∐

Q of operads
by the equivalence relation generated by

(p; q, .., q︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

; Id) ∼ (q; p, ..., p︸ ︷︷ ︸
l

; τk,l)

for all p ∈ P(k) and q ∈ Q(l), where τk,l ∈ Skl is the transpose permutation that
“exchanges rows and columns”, i.e., for all 1 ≤ m = (i − 1)l + j ≤ kl, where
1 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ j ≤ l,

τk,l(m) = (j − 1)k + i.
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Notation 1.3. We let p⊗ q denote the common equivalence class of

(p; q, .., q︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

; Id) and (q; p, ..., p︸ ︷︷ ︸
l

; τk,l)

in (P⊗ Q)(kl) for all p ∈ P(k) and q ∈ Q(l).

Remark 1.4. In terms of the notation above, if p ∈ P(k) and q ∈ Q(l), then

p⊗ q = q ⊗ p · τk,l.

Remark 1.5. Given two symmetric operads, one is naturally led to consider
the map that sends a pair (p, q) with p ∈ P(k) and q ∈ Q(l) to p⊗ q ∈ (P⊗ Q)(kl).
For this map to respect arity, we need to define a monoidal product on symmetric
sequences with respect to which the pair (p, q) is in arity kl. This observation is
the key to our lift of the Boardman-Vogt tensor product in section 1.4, of which we
give an indication now.

Suppose that X and Y are left modules (with respect to the composition monoidal
product ◦) over the operads P and Q, respectively. Roughly speaking, the left
(P⊗ Q)-module X⊗̃Y is generated by elements of the form x�y, where the arity of
x�y is the product of the arities of x and y. Moreover, for p ∈ P(k) and q ∈ Q(l),
relations like

p(x1�y, ..., xk�y) = p(x1, ..., xk)�y and q(x�y1, ..., x�yl) = x�q(y1, ..., yl)

hold, along with appropriate relations involving symmetric groups.

1.2. Sequences concentrated in arity 1. Before explaining how to lift the
Boardman-Vogt tensor product in the general case, we analyze the construction in
the special case of sequences X concentrated in arity 1, i.e., X(n) = ∅ if n �= 1.
Operads concentrated in arity 1 are nothing but simplicial monoids, while operadic
bimodules concentrated in arity 1 are just simplicial bisets.

If P and Q are simplicial monoids, seen as operads concentrated in arity 1, then
their Boardman-Vogt tensor product is their cartesian product: P ⊗ Q = P × Q,
endowed with its usual componentwise multiplicative structure. If M and M ′ are
a simplicial (P,Q)-biset and a simplicial (P ′, Q′)-biset, respectively, then M ×M ′

is naturally a simplicial (P × P ′, Q × Q′)-biset, endowed with componentwise left
and right actions. The lift of the Boardman-Vogt tensor product is thus completely
trivial in the case of sequences concentrated in arity 1: M⊗̃M ′ = M×M ′, endowed
with the componentwise actions. To see how to generalize this lifting to general
symmetric sequences, however, we must look more closely at what is happening in
this easy case.

For any simplicial monoids P and Q, let FP,Q : S → BisetP,Q denote the free
(P,Q)-biset functor, i.e., FP,Q(X) = P × X × Q, endowed with the obvious left
P -action and right Q-action. Observe that for all simplicial sets X and Y and all
simplicial monoids P , P ′, Q and Q′, there is a natural simplicial isomorphism of
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(P ⊗ P ′, Q⊗Q′)-bisets

FP,Q(X)⊗̃FP ′,Q′(X ′) → FP×P ′,Q×Q′(X ×X ′)(
(p, x, q), (p′, x′, q′)

)
�→

(
(p, p′), (x, x′), (q, q′)

)
,

with underlying simplicial map

(1.1) υX,X′ : (P ×X ×Q)× (P ′ ×X ′ ×Q′) → (P × P ′)× (X ×X ′)× (Q×Q′).

The existence of this natural map implies that every pair of morphisms of bisets

a : FP,Q(X) → FP,Q(Y ) and a′ : FP ′,Q′(X ′) → FP ′,Q′(Y ′)

induces a morphism of bisets

a⊗̃b : FP×P ′,Q×Q′(X ×X ′) → FP×P ′,Q×Q′(Y × Y ′),

which is determined on the generators by the simplicial map

X×X ′ a�×b�−−−−→ (P ×Y ×Q)× (P ′×Y ′×Q′)
υX,X′−−−−→ (P ×P ′)× (Y ×Y ′)× (Q×Q′),

where a� and b� are the simplicial maps given by restriction of a and b to the gen-
erators. The tensor product of arbitrary bisets M and M ′ can then be constructed
as a colimit of free bisets, since every biset is a coequalizer of free bisets. It is easy,
and a good warm up for the general case, to check that via this more complicated
approach, one obtains M⊗̃M ′ ∼= M ×M ′, as expected.

We next generalize this approach to the case of arbitrary sequences. For se-
quences concentrated in arity 1, the Boardman-Vogt tensor product of operads, the
composition product of sequences and the cartesian product of generating simplicial
sets all coincide. In the general case, the three monoidal structures in play differ
greatly. Since the Boardman-Vogt tensor product and the composition product are
well known, we need only to determine what monoidal structure on symmetric se-
quences should play the role of the cartesian product of generating simplicial sets,
which is the goal of the next section.

1.3. The matrix monoidal structure. In this section we introduce and
study a monoidal structure on symmetric sequences that we have not seen elsewhere
in the literature. We describe this monoidal structure in the particular case of
symmetric sequences of simplicial sets, which is the framework of this article, but
it clearly exists as well on the category of symmetric sequences in any closed,
symmetric monoidal category.

Let G be a totally disconnected groupoid with set of objects N. Let Gn =
G(n, n), with neutral element en. Suppose that G admits a monoidal structure
ν : G×G → G that is multiplicative on objects, i.e., ν(m,n) = mn. In particular,
for every m,n ∈ N, there is a homomorphism

νm,n : Gm ×Gn → Gmn,

and
νlm,n(νl,m × Idn) = νl,mn(Idl × νm,n) : Gl ×Gm ×Gn → Glmn

for all l,m, n ∈ N.

Examples 1.6. Of course the groupoid N, where each component group is
trivial, provides an example of such a monoidal groupoid. Another important
example is the symmetric groupoid S, where νm,n : Sm×Sn → Smn is defined by

νm,n(σ, τ )(i, j) =
(
σ(i), τ (j)

)
.
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Here we view Smn as the group of permutations of {1, ...,m} × {1, ..., n}, by iden-
tifying the pair (i, j) with the number (i− 1)n+ j for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

The braid groupoid B and the pure braid groupoid P admit similar monoidal
structures.

Let GSeq denote the category of G-sequences of simplicial sets, i.e., of functors
from G

op to S. Objects of GSeq consist of sequences X =
(
X(n)

)
n≥0

of objects in S

together with actions X(n)×Gn → X(n) for all n ≥ 0. The homomorphisms νm,n

induce actions of Gm and Gn on X(mn) for all m and n, given by

X(mn)×Gm → X(mn) : (x, a) �→ x · νm,n(a, en)

and

X(mn)×Gn → X(mn) : (x, b) �→ x · νm,n(em, b).

Note that the actions of Gm and Gn on X(mn) commute, since for all a ∈ Gm and
b ∈ Gn,

νm,n(a, en)νm,n(em, b) = νm,n(a, b) = νm,n(em, b)νm,n(a, en),

as νm,n is a homomorphism.
Recall that for any monoidal category (V,∧, I), Day convolution [5] gives rise to

a closed monoidal structure on the presheaf category SetV
op

with respect to which

the Yoneda embedding V → SetV
op

is strongly monoidal. Applying Day convolution
to ν : G×G → G, we obtain a monoidal product

−�− : GSeq×GSeq → GSeq,

which we call the matrix monoidal structure, specified by

(X�Y)(n) =
∐

lm=n

(
X(l)× Y(m)

)
×Gl×Gm

Gn,

where the action of Gl × Gm on Gn is given by νl,m. The unit for this monoidal
structure is the same as the unit for the composition monoidal structure, i.e., the
sequence J with J(1) a singleton and J(n) empty for all n �= 1.

To describe the right adjoint to −�Y, for a fixed G-sequence Y, we need the
following definition.

Definition 1.7. The nth-divided powers functor associated to (G, ν),

γG

n : GSeq → GSeq,

is defined on objects by

γG

n (X)(m) = ν∗m,nX(mn),

i.e., the Gmn-action on X(mn) is pulled back by νm,n to an action of Gm×Gn and
then implicity to an action of Gm.

The graded divided powers functor is defined by

γG

• : GSeq → (GSeq)N : X �→
(
γG

n (X)
)
n≥0

.

Remark 1.8. Since γG
n (X)(m) = ν∗m,nX(mn), it admits a natural Gn-action,

for all m. It follows that for all n, γG
n (X) is a sequence in SGn

.

Notation 1.9. When G = N, we denote suppress N from the notation for the
(graded) divided powers functor.
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Unraveling Day’s constructions, we obtain the following formula for the internal
hom corresponding to the monoidal product −�− on GSeq. In the proof, we check
the adjunction by hand, to clarify the roles of the various group actions, without
appealing to the formalism of Day convolution.

Notation 1.10. For any two G-sequences X and Y, let MapG(X,Y) denote the
simplicial mapping space, i.e.,

MapG(X,Y) =
∏
n

mapGn

(
X(n),Y(n)

)
,

where mapGn
denotes the usual simplicial mapping space of equivariant maps be-

tween simplicial Gn-sets.

Remark 1.11. For any G-sequences Y and Z, it follows from Remark 1.8 that

the sequence
(
MapG

(
Y, γG

n (Z)
))

n≥0
of simplicial sets is itself a G-sequence.

Proposition 1.12. For every Y ∈ GSeq, there is an adjunction

GSeq
−�Y ��
⊥ GSeq

Map
G

(
Y,γG

• (−)
)�� ,

which is natural in Y.

Proof. The proposition is a consequence of the following sequence of natural
isomorphisms. If X, Y, and Z are G-sequences, then

GSeq(X�Y,Z) =
∏
n≥0

SGn

(
X�Y(n), ,Z(n)

)
=

∏
n≥0

SGn

( ∐
lm=n

X(l)× Y (m)×Gl×Gm
Gn,Z(n)

)
∼=

∏
n≥0

∏
lm=n

SGl×Gm

(
X(l)× Y(m), ν∗l,mZ(n)

)
∼=

∏
l≥0

SGl

(
X(l),

∏
m≥0

mapGm

(
Y(m), ν∗l,mZ(ml)

))

= GSeq
(
X,MapG(Y, γ

G

• (Z)
)
.

�

1.4. The Boardman-Vogt tensor product of bimodules. Having defined
and studied the matrix monoidal structure on symmetric sequences, we are ready
to lift the Boardman-Vogt tensor product of operads to bimodules over operads.

Notation 1.13. For operads P and Q with multiplication maps μ and ν, let

FP,Q : SSeq → BimodP,Q : X �→ (P ◦ X ◦ Q, μ ◦ IdX◦Q, IdP◦X ◦ ν)
denote the free (P,Q)-bimodule functor.

Theorem 1.14. Let P, P′, Q and Q′ be symmetric operads. There exists a
functor

−⊗̃− : BimodP,Q × BimodP′,Q′ → BimodP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′ ,
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natural in P, P′, Q and Q′, such that

FP,Q(X)⊗̃FP′,Q′(X′) = FP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′(X�X′)

for all X,Y ∈ SSeq.

Remark 1.15. By restricting to the special cases where either P′ = Q′ = J or
P = Q = J, where J is the unit symmetric sequence, we obtain as a consequence of
Theorem 1.14 that the Boardman-Vogt tensor product lifts to both left and right
modules over operads.

Proving Theorem 1.14 requires a good understanding of the relationship be-
tween the composition and matrix monoidal structures on SSeq. To this end, we
establish a sequence of propositions describing this relationship, then apply these
propositions to proving Theorem 1.14.

Inspired by our analysis of the case of sequences concentrated in arity 1, we
begin by analyzing the case of free bimodules.

Notation 1.16. Let

ΦP,Q : (SSeq)op ×SSeq → Set

denote the functor defined on objects by

ΦP,Q(X,Y) = BimodP,Q(FP,QX, FP,QY).

As stated precisely below, Φ(−,−) is a family of functors “monoidally parametrized”
by (Op,⊗), which is the key to our definition of the tensor product of bimodule
morphisms.

Proposition 1.17. For all operads P, P′, Q and Q′, the diagram of functors

(
(SSeq)op ×SSeq

)
×
(
(SSeq)op ×SSeq

)
(23)

��

ΦP,Q×ΦP′,Q′ �� Set× Set

−×−

��

(
(SSeq)op × (SSeq)op

)
×
(
SSeq×SSeq

)
(−�−)×(−�−)

��
(SSeq)op ×SSeq

ΦP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′ �� Set

commutes up to a natural transformation

ξ : (−×−) ◦ (ΦP,Q × ΦP′,Q′) =⇒ ΦP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′ ◦
(
(−�−)× (−�−)

)
◦ (23).

Remark 1.18. The existence of the natural map

ξ : ΦP,Q(X,Y)× ΦP′,Q′(X′,Y′) → ΦP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′(X�X′,Y�Y′)

implies that for every pair of bimodule morphisms a : FP,QX → FP,QY and b :
FP′,Q′X′ → FP′,Q′Y′, i.e., elements of ΦP,Q(X,Y) and ΦP′,Q′(X′,Y′), respectively,
there is a bimodule morphism

ξ(a, b) : FP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′(X�X′) → FP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′(Y�Y′).

It will follow from the construction of ξ that it preserves composition in both
variables, as formulated precisely below.
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Proposition 1.19. For all bimodule morphisms a : FP,QX → FP,QY, b :
FP,QY → FP,QZ, a

′ : FP′,Q′X′ → FP′,Q′Y′, and b′ : FP′,Q′Y′ → FP′,Q′Z′,

ξ(b, b′)ξ(a, a′) = ξ(ba, b′a′) : FP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′(X�X′) → FP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′(Z�Z′).

An important tool in the construction of the natural transformation ξ is the
following transformation that intertwines � and ◦, generalizing the transformation
(1.1).

Proposition 1.20. For all V,W,Y,Z ∈ SSeq, there is a natural morphism of
S-sequences

σ : (V ◦W)�(Y ◦ Z) → (V�Y) ◦ (W�Z)

such that

(U ◦ V ◦W)�(X ◦ Y ◦ Z) σ ��

σ

��

(U�X) ◦
(
(V ◦W)�(Y ◦ Z)

)
Id◦σ
��(

(U ◦ V)�(X ◦ Y)
)
◦ (W�Z)

σ◦Id �� (U�X) ◦ (V�Y) ◦ (W�Z)

commutes.

Remark 1.21. It is almost certainly true that (SSeq,�, J, ◦, J) is a 2-monoidal
category in the sense of Aguiar and Mahajan [1, Definition I.6.1]. Both (SSeq,�, J)
and (SSeq, ◦, J) are monoidal categories, with the same unit object, and the nat-
ural transformation σ of Proposition 1.20 is an interchange law in the sense of
[1, Definition I.6.1]. The relation (σ ◦ Id)σ = (Id ◦ σ)σ of Proposition 1.20 is one of
the two required associativity relations in [1, Definition I.6.1], and it is easy to see,
using the formula for σ in the proof of Propostion 1.20 that the unitality axioms
are satisfied as well. The compatibility-of-units axioms obviously hold, since the
unit is the same in both monoidal categories.

As we do not need the full power of the 2-monoidal structure in this article, we
leave the proof of the remaining associativity axiom to the interested reader.

From the natural transformation σ of Proposition 1.20 we can build another
natural transformation, for operads this time, which is compatible with the multi-
plication on the Boardman-Vogt tensor product in a crucial way.

Theorem 1.22. Let P, P′, Q and Q′ be operads, and let X and X′ be symmetric
sequences. There is a morphism of symmetric sequences

υ : (P ◦ X ◦ Q)�(P′ ◦ X′ ◦ Q′) → (P⊗ P′) ◦ (X�X′) ◦ (Q⊗ Q′)

that is natural in all variables. Moreover, υ is compatible with operad multiplication,
in the sense that
(1.2)

(P◦2 ◦ X ◦ Q◦2)�
(
(P′)◦2 ◦ X′ ◦ (Q′)◦2

) υ ��

(μ◦X◦μ)�(μ◦X′◦μ)

��

(P⊗ P′) ◦
(
(P ◦ X ◦ Q)�(P′ ◦ X′ ◦ Q′)

)
◦ (Q⊗ Q′)

IdP⊗P′◦υ◦IdQ⊗Q′

��
(P⊗ P′)◦2 ◦ (X�X′) ◦ (Q⊗ Q′)◦2

μ◦IdX�X′◦μ

��
(P ◦ X ◦ Q)�(P′ ◦ X′ ◦ Q′)

υ
�� (P⊗ P′) ◦ (X�X′) ◦ (Q⊗ Q′)

always commutes. Here all operad multiplication maps are denoted μ.
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In order not to interrupt the flow of the argument here, we refer the reader to
the appendix for the proofs of Proposition 1.20 and Theorem 1.22 and continue now
with their application to proving Propositions 1.17 and 1.19 and finally Theorem
1.14.

Proof of Proposition 1.17. Let a ∈ ΦP,Q(X,Y) and b ∈ ΦP′,Q′(X′,Y′), and
let

a� : X → P ◦ Y ◦ Q and b� : X′ → P′ ◦ Y′ ◦ Q′

be the morphisms of symmetric sequences corresponding to a and b under the free
bimodule/forgetful-adjunction. The composite morphism of symmetric sequences

X�X′ a��b�−−−−→ (P ◦ Y ◦ Q)�(P′ ◦ Y′ ◦ Q)′ υ−→ (P⊗ P′) ◦ (Y�Y′) ◦ (Q⊗ Q′)

corresponds under the free bimodule/forgetful-adjunction to a morphism

(
υ(a��b�)

)�
: FP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′(X�X′) → FP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′(Y�Y′)

of (P⊗ P′,Q⊗ Q′)-bimodules.
Define

ξ : ΦP,Q(X,Y)× ΦP′,Q′(X′,Y′) → ΦP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′(X�X′,Y�Y′)

by ξ(a, b) =
(
υ(a��b�)

)�
. This construction is clearly natural in all variables. �

Proof of Proposition 1.19. It is enough to check that ξ(b, b′)ξ(a, a′) and
ξ(ba, b′a′) agree on generators, i.e., that

(
ξ(b, b′)ξ(a, a′)

)�

=
(
ξ(ba, b′a′))

)�

: X�X′ → FP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′(Z�Z′).

On the one hand,
(
ξ(ba, b′a′)

)�

is equal to the composite

X�X′a
��(a′)��� (P ◦ Y ◦ Q)�(P′ ◦ Y′ ◦ Q′)

(
b��(b′)�

)�
�� (P◦2 ◦ Z ◦ Q◦2)�((P′)◦2 ◦ Z′ ◦ (Q′)◦2)

(μ◦Id◦μ)�(μ◦Id◦μ)

��
(P ◦ Z ◦ Q)�(P′ ◦ Z′ ◦ Q′)

υ

��
(P⊗ P′) ◦ (Z�Z′) ◦ (Q⊗ Q′)

where
(
b��(b′)�

)�
= (Id ◦ (b)� ◦ Id)�(Id ◦ (b′)� ◦ Id).
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On the other hand,
(
ξ(b, b′)ξ(a, a′)

)�

is equal to the following composite.

X�X′a
��(a′)��� (P ◦ Y ◦ Q)�(P′ ◦ Y′ ◦ Q′)

υ �� (P⊗ P′) ◦ (Y�Y′) ◦ (Q⊗ Q′)

Id◦
(
b��(b′)�

)
◦Id

��
(P⊗ P′) ◦

(
(P ◦ Z ◦ Q)�(P′ ◦ Z′ ◦ Q′)

)
◦ (Q⊗ Q′)

Id◦υ◦Id
��

(P⊗ P′)◦2 ◦ (Z�Z′) ◦ (Q⊗ Q′)◦2

μ◦Id◦μ
��

(P⊗ P′) ◦ (Z�Z′) ◦ (Q⊗ Q′)

Since υ is a natural transformation,

(P ◦ Y ◦ Q)�(P′ ◦ Y′ ◦ Q′)

(
b��(b′)�

)�
��

υ

��

(P◦2 ◦ Y ◦ Q◦2)�((P′)◦2 ◦ Y′ ◦ (Q′)◦2)

υ

��
(P⊗ P′) ◦ (Y�Y′) ◦ (Q⊗ Q′)

Id◦
(
b��(b′)�

)
◦Id�� (P⊗ P′) ◦

(
(P ◦ Z ◦ Q)�(P′ ◦ Z′ ◦ Q′)

)
◦ (Q⊗ Q′)

commutes. The commutativity of diagram (1.2) in Theorem 1.22, applied to Z and

Z′, therefore suffices for us to conclude that
(
ξ(b, b′)ξ(a, a′)

)�

=
(
ξ(ba, b′a′))

)�

. �

Proof of Theorem 1.14. Let P and Q be operads with multiplications de-
noted μ, and consider a (P,Q)-bimodule M, with left P-action λ and right Q-action
ρ on M. As a special case of a well known result for algebras over a monad, we
know that there is a contractible coequalizer in SSeq, natural in M,

(1.3) P◦2 ◦M ◦ Q◦2
aM ��

bM

�� P ◦M ◦ QsM��
qM ��

M,
eM

��

where aM = IdP ◦ ρ(λ ◦ IdP) ◦ IdP, bM = μ ◦ IdM ◦ μ, sM = ηP ◦ IdP◦M◦P ◦ ηP,
qM = ρ(λ ◦ IdP) and eM = ηP ◦ IdM ◦ ηP. Moreover, the morphisms aM, bM and
qM all underlie morphisms of (P,Q)-bimodules such that

FP,Q(P ◦M ◦ Q)
aM ��

bM

�� FP,Q(M)
qM �� M

is a coequalizer in BimodP,Q.

Let M be a (P,Q)-bimodule and N a (P′,Q′)-bimodule. Define M⊗̃N to be (any
representative of) the colimit of the following diagram of (P⊗P′,Q⊗Q′)-bimodules
(1.4)

FP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′
(
(P ◦M ◦ Q)�(P′ ◦N ◦ Q′)

) ξ(Id,aN) ��

ξ(Id,bN)
��

ξ(aM,Id)

��
ξ(bM,Id)

��

FP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′((P ◦M ◦ Q)�N)

ξ(aM,Id)

��
ξ(bM,Id)

��
FP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′

(
M�(P′ ◦N ◦ Q′)

) ξ(Id,aN) ��

ξ(Id,bN)
�� FP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′(M�N).
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By the universal property of colimits, for any morphism c : M → M′ of (P,Q)-
bimodules and any morphism d : N → N′ of (P′,Q′)-bimodules, there is a unique,
induced morphism of (P⊗ P′,Q⊗ Q′)-bimodules

c⊗̃d : M⊗̃N → M′⊗̃N′,

which is necessarily the identity, if c and d are identities. By Proposition 1.19 the
tensor product of any bimodule morphisms is compatible with composition, by the
universal property of the colimit, so that

−⊗̃− : BimodP,Q × BimodP′,Q′ → BimodP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′

is indeed a functor.
It remains to check that FP,QX⊗̃FP′,Q′X′ can be chosen to be FP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′(X�X′)

for all symmetric sequences X and X′. Observe first that the contractible coequal-
izer (1.3) for M = FP,QX induces a contractible coequalizer for any symmetric
sequence Z

(P⊗ P′) ◦
(
(P◦2 ◦ X ◦ Q◦2)�Z

)
◦ (Q⊗ Q′)

ξ(aFP,QX,Id)
��

ξ(bFP,QX ,Id)
�� (P⊗ P′) ◦

(
(P ◦ X ◦ Q)�Z

)
◦ (Q⊗ Q′)ξ(sFP,QX ,Id)��

ξ(qFP,QX ,Id)

��
(P⊗ P′) ◦ (X�Z) ◦ (Q⊗ Q′)

ξ(eFP,QX ,Id)

��

in SSeq, where Id refers to the identity morphism on FP′,Q′Z. Consequently,

FP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′
(
(P◦2 ◦ X ◦ Q◦2)�Z

) ξ(aFP,QX ,Id)
��

ξ(bFP,QX ,Id)
�� FP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′

(
(P ◦ X ◦ Q)�Z

)
ξ(qFP,QX ,Id)

��
FP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′(X�Z)

is a coequalizer in BimodP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′ .
Consider diagram (1.4) for M = FP,QX and N = FP′,Q′X′. Applying the obser-

vation above to the two horizontal coequalizers and then to the resulting vertical
coequalizer, we see that FP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′(X�X′) does indeed represent the colimit of
(1.4), as desired. Moreover, if a : FP,QX → FP,QY and b : FP′,Q′X′ → FP′,Q′Y′

are bimodule morphisms, then the universal property of the colimit implies that
a⊗̃b = ξ(a, b). �

2. The algebra of the divided powers functor

The divided powers functor is interesting not only for the role it plays in the
matrix monoidal structure. We describe in this section certain algebraic properties
of the divided powers functor, which we will apply in a forthcoming article, when
we construct a model for the space of long links.

2.1. Divided powers and bimodules. We establish in this section that for
all symmetric operads P, P′, Q and Q′ and for all (P′,Q′)-bimodules M′, the functor
−⊗̃M′ : BimodP,Q → BimodP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′ possesses a right adjoint, constructed using
the divided powers functor. We first need to show that the divided powers functor
preserves bimodule structure, which is interesting in itself.
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Proposition 2.1. Let P and Q be symmetric operads. For every n ≥ 1, the
nth-divided powers functor γS

n : SSeq → SSeq restricts and corestricts to a functor

γS
n : Bimod(P,Q) → Bimod(P,Q).

Proof. Let λ : P ◦M → M and ρ : M ◦ Q → M denote the left P-action and
the right Q-action on a (P,Q)-bimodule M. For any x ∈ M(mn), let γS

n (x) denote
the corresponding element of γS

n (M)(m).

Define λ̃ : P ◦ γS
n (M) → γS

n (M) and ρ̃ : γS
n (M) ◦ Q → γS

n (M) by

λ̃
(
p; γS

n (x1), ..., γ
S
n (xk)

)
= γS

n

(
λ(p;x1, ..., xk)

)
and

ρ̃
(
γS
n (x); q1, ..., ql

)
= γS

n

(
ρ(x; q1, .., q1︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

, ...., ql, .., ql︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

)
)

for all p ∈ P(k), xi ∈ M(min) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, x ∈ M(ln) and qj ∈ Q(rj) for 1 ≤ j ≤ l.

It is a straightforward exercise to check that λ̃ and ρ̃ endow with γS
n (M) with

the structure of a (P,Q)-bimodule. One needs only to be a little careful in estab-
lishing equivariance with respect to the symmetric group actions on the right and
in showing that ρ̃ is well defined. It is helpful to remark that for any k, l ≥ 1, the
homomorphism νk,l(−, e) : Sk → Skl factors, via the diagonal map, through the

homomorphism α : S×l
k → Skl given by

α(ϕ1, ..., ϕl)(i, j) =
(
ϕj(i), j

)
,

where we see Skl as the set of permutations of {1, ..., k} × {1, ..., l}. �
Before proving the main result of this section, we need a bit more notation.

Notation 2.2. For any symmetric operads P and Q, and any (P,Q)-bimodules
M and N, let MapP,Q(M,N) denote the simplicial mapping space of (P,Q)-bimodule
maps from M to N, which can be constructed as the equalizer of the obvious two
maps from MapS(M,N) to MapS(P ◦M ◦ Q,N), built from the P- and Q-actions
on M and N.

Proposition 2.3. Let P, P′, Q and Q′ be symmetric operads. For every
(P′,Q′)-bimodule M′, there is an adjunction

BimodP,Q

−⊗̃M′
��

⊥ BimodP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′

MapP′,Q′
(
M′,γS

• (−)
)�� .

Proof. Let M be any (P,Q)-bimodule, and consider the coequalizer

FP,Q(P ◦M ◦ Q)
aM ��

bM

�� FP,Q(M)
qM �� M

in BimodP,Q. Let X
′ be any symmetric sequence. Since

FP,Q(X)⊗̃FP′,Q′(X′) = FP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′(X�X′)

for every symmetric sequence X, it follows easily, by a comparison of colimits similar
that at the end of the proof of Theorem 1.14, that
(2.1)

FP,Q(P ◦M ◦ Q)⊗̃FP′,Q′(X′)
aM⊗̃Id ��

bM⊗̃Id

�� FP,Q(M)⊗̃FP′,Q′(X′)
qM⊗̃Id �� M⊗̃FP′,Q′(X′)
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is a coequalizer diagram in BimodP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′ . Another straightforward comparison
of colimits then implies that

(2.2) M⊗̃FP′,Q′(P′ ◦M′ ◦ Q′)
Id⊗̃aM′ ��

Id⊗̃bM′

�� M⊗̃FP′,Q′(M′)
Id⊗̃qM′ �� M⊗̃M′

is also a coequalizer diagram in BimodP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′ , for any (P′,Q′)-bimodule M′.
We check the adjunction first in the case of free bimodules. Let X and X′ be

symmetric sequences and N any (P⊗ P′,Q⊗ Q′)-bimodule.

BimodP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′
(
FP,QX⊗̃FP′,Q′X

′,N
)
= BimodP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′

(
FP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′(X�X

′),N
)

∼= SSeq(X�X
′,N)

∼= SSeq

(
X,MapS

(
X

′, γS
• (N)

))

∼= SSeq

(
X,MapP′,Q′

(
FP′,Q′X

′, γS
• (N)

))

∼= BimodP,Q

(
FP,QX,MapP′,Q′

(
FP′,Q′X

′, γS
• (N)

))
,

where we applied Proposition 1.12 in the third step. Note that we also used above
that γS

• (N) ∈ (BimodP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′)N, so that MapP′,Q′
(
FP′,Q′X′, γS

• (N)
)
is naturally

a (P,Q)-bimodule.
Together with coequalizer (2.1), the isomorphism above implies that

BimodP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′
(
M⊗̃FP′,Q′X′,N

) ∼= BimodP,Q

(
M,MapP′,Q′

(
FP′,Q′X′, γS

• (N)
))

for every (P,Q)-bimodule M, symmetric sequence X′ and (P⊗P′,Q⊗Q′)-bimodule
N. We can therefore conclude from coequalizer (2.2) that

BimodP⊗P′,Q⊗Q′
(
M⊗̃M′,N

) ∼= BimodP,Q

(
M,MapP′,Q′

(
M′, γS

• (N)
))

for every (P,Q)-bimodule M, (P′,Q′)-bimodule M′ and (P ⊗ P′,Q ⊗ Q′)-bimodule
N. �

2.2. Divided powers and operads. Under nice conditions, the divided pow-
ers functor applied to a nonsymmetric operad gives rise to a nonunital operad, which
can have interesting applications, as we will show in our construction of a model
for the space of long links.

Let Opnu denote the category of nonunital, nonsymmetric operads, i.e., of ob-
jects P ∈ Seq, endowed with an associative multiplication μ : P ◦ P → P, though
not necessarily any unit.

Definition 2.4. An n-axial structure on a nonsymmetric operad (P, μ) consists
of a set {

ιk : P(kn) → P(k)×n | k ≥ 0
}
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of simplicial monomorphisms such that for all k ≥ 1 and m1, ..,mk ∈ N, the com-
posite

P(kn)× P(m1n)× · · · × P(mkn)

ιk×ιm1
×···×ιmk

��
P(k)×n × P(m1)×n × · · · × P(mk)

×n
∼= �� (P(k)× P(m1)× · · · × P(mk)

)×n μ×n
�� P(m)×n

factors through ιm, i.e., there exists μ̂ : P(kn)× P(m1n)× · · · × P(mkn) → P(mn)
such that

P(kn)× P(m1n)× · · · × P(mkn)

ιk×ιm1
×···×ιmk

��

μ̂ �� P(mn)

ιm

��
P(k)×n × P(m1)×n × · · · × P(mk)

×n
∼= �� (P(k)× P(m1)× · · · × P(mk)

)×n μ×n
�� P(m)×n

commutes.

Remark 2.5. Since the maps ιk comprising an n-axial structure are monomor-
phisms, the morphism μ̂ of the definition above is necessarily unique. It follows that
any morphism of operads with n-axial structure that preserves the axial structure
must also commute with the corresponding morphisms μ̂.

Remark 2.6. Igusa proved in [10] that the forgetful functor U from reduced
operads to simplicial monoids, which sends an operad to its component in arity
1, admits a right adjoint R such that RM(k) = M×k, for any simplicial monoid
M . In [8, Definition 7.6], Fiedorowicz and Vogt defined an axial operad in sSet to
be a reduced, S-free operad P such that the unit map ηP : P → RUP, which is
a morphism of operads, is arity-wise injective, i.e., ηP(k) : P(k) → P(1)×k is an
injection for every k. Every axial operad clearly admits an n-axial structure for all
n ≥ 1.

Notation 2.7. Let Opaxn denote the category of operads endowed with n-axial
structures and of morphisms preserving this extra structure.

Example 2.8. The nonsymmetric associative operadA admits an n-axial struc-
ture for all n, since A(k) is a constant simplicial set on exactly one point. If δk
denotes the unique element of A(k)0, then we can define ιkn(δkn) = (δk, ...., δk).

Example 2.9. As Fiedorowicz and Vogt showed in [8, Section 8], the reduced
W -construction WP on any simplicial operad P is naturally an axial operad, so
that every simplicial operad admits an axial cofibrant replacement. They proved
furthermore that if P and Q are the nerve of the operads in Cat parametrizing
m-fold and n-fold monoidal categories, respectively, then WP ⊗ WQ is also axial
[8, Corollary 10.6]. This result plays a crucial role in their proof that the Boardman-
Vogt tensor product of a cofibrant Em-operad and a cofibrant En-operad is an
Em+n-operad.

Example 2.10. For all m, the nonsymmetric operad underlying the little m-
balls operad Bm admits an n-axial structure for all n. Let Bm denote the open unit
m-ball in Rm, centered at the origin. Recall that Bm(k) = sEmb(

∐
k B

m, Bm), the
space of standard embeddings, i.e., of embeddings g :

∐
k B

m → Bm given on each
component by translation and multiplication by a positive scalar [2]. We denote
an element of Bm(k) by (b1, ..., bk), an ordered sequence of standard embeddings.
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For all k ≥ 1, let

ιk : Bm(kn) → Bm(k)×n : (b1, ..., bkn) �→
(
(b1,1, ..., bk,1), ..., (b1,n, ..., bk,n)

)
,

where bi,j := b(i−1)n+j for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ j ≤ n, which is clearly injective.
The morphism ιk thus partitions a collection of kn disjoint balls contained in Bm

into n collections of k disjoint balls.

Moreover it is not hard to see that we can define an appropriate

μ̂ : Bm(kn)×Bm(l1n)× · · · × Bm(lkn) → Bm(ln)

by

μ̂
(
(b1, ..., bkn); (b

1
1, ..., b

1
l1n), ..., (b

k
1 , ..., b

k
lkn

)
)
= (b′1, ..., b

′
ln),

where

(b′j , b
′
n+j , ..., b

′
(l−1)n+j) = (b1,j , ..., bk,j)

(
(b11,j , ..., b

1
l1,j), ..., (b

k
1,j , ..., b

k
lk,j

)
)

for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

In other words, given collections of kn disjoint balls and of lsn disjoint balls
for 1 ≤ s ≤ k, the map μ̂ evaluates the jth collection of k disjoint balls, for each
j, on the sequence of jth collections of ls disjoint balls, for 1 ≤ s ≤ k, where the
partitions used are those given by ιk and ιls, 1 ≤ s ≤ k.

The natural operad map ϕm : B1 → Bm, induced by the inclusion R ↪→ R
m,

clearly respects n-axial structure.
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Proposition 2.11. The nonsymmetric divided powers functor induces a func-
tor

γn : Opaxn → Opnu.

Proof. For any x ∈ P(mn) and any m, let γn(x) denote the corresponding
element of γn(P)(m). Using the notational conventions of Definition 2.4, define
μ̃ : γn(P) ◦ γn(P) → γn(P) by

μ̃
(
γn(p); γn(p1), ..., γn(pk)

)
= γn

(
μ̂(p; p1, ..., pk)

)
for all p ∈ P(kn) and pi ∈ P(min) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. The associativity of μ and
the fact that each ιk is a monomorphism together imply that μ̃ is associative and
therefore endows γn(P) with the structure of a nonunital operad. The naturality
of this construction with respect to morphisms in Opaxn is obvious. �

Example 2.12. Since the canonical operad morphism ϕm : B1 → Bm preserves
n-axial structures for all n, there are induced morphisms of nonunital operads
γnϕm : γnB1 → γnBm, which also respect the induced symmetric structures.

Example 2.13. For all n ≥ 1, there is a curious but useful morphism of sym-
metric, nonunital operads

Δn : B1 → γnB1

defined as follows. Let (b1, ..., bk) be an ordered sequence of pairwise disjoint, open
intervals contained in ]− 1, 1[, with bi =]xi, yi[. Set

Δn(b1, ..., bk) = (b1,1, ..., b1,n, ..., bk,1, ..., bk,n),

where

bi,j =
] 1
n
(xi + 2j − n− 1),

1

n
(yi + 2j − n− 1)

[
,

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ j ≤ n. The effect of applying Δn is shrink the k intervals
b1,...,bk by a factor of n, then to embed a copy of the shrunken intervals into each
of the open subintervals ] 2j−n−1

n , 2j−n
n [ of ] − 1, 1[, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n. It is an easy

exercise to check that Δn is a morphism of nonunital operads.

Remark 2.14. If P is an operad with unit element x1 ∈ P, then γn(P) is a unital
operad if and only if there is an element xn ∈ P(n) such that ι1(xn) = (x1, ..., x1).
For example, this is not the case if P = Bm, the little m-balls operad, but it is the
case if P = A, the nonsymmetric associative operad. Indeed, γn(A) ∼= A as unital
operads.

2.3. Divided powers and various monoidal structures. Besides its ma-
trix monoidal structure, the category SSeq admits at least two other closed, sym-
metric monoidal structures: the levelwise structure and the graded structure, with
respect to both of which the divided powers functor is monoidal, as we show here.

Let X and Y be symmetric sequences. Their levelwise monoidal product, X×Y,
is the categorical product, specified by

(X× Y)(n) = X(n)× Y(n),

endowed with the diagonal Sn-action. Their graded monoidal product, X � Y,
which is given by Day convolution of the monoidal structure on S that is additive
on objects, satisfies

(X� Y)(n) =
∐

l+m=n

X(l)× Y(m)×Sl×Sm
Sn,
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where Sl×Sm is seen as a subgroup of Sn in the usual way: Sl permutes {1, .., l}
and Sm permutes {l + 1, ..., n}.

Proposition 2.15. For every n ≥ 1, the divided powers functor γS
n : SSeq →

SSeq is

(1) strongly monoidal with respect to the levelwise monoidal structure, and
(2) monoidal with respect to the graded monoidal structure.

Remark 2.16. From this proposition it follows that γS
n preserves both levelwise

and graded monoids.

Proof. (1) It is very easy to see that γS
n (X × Y) is naturally isomorphic to

γS
n (X)× γS

n (Y).
(2) If X and Y are symmetric sequences, then for all k ≥ 0,(

γS
n (X)� γS

n (Y)
)
(k) =

∐
i+j=k

ν∗i,nX(in)× ν∗j,nY(jn)×Si×Sj
Sk,

while

γS
n (X� Y)(k) = ν∗k,n

( ∐
l+m=kn

X(l)× Y(m)×Sl×Sm
Skn

)
.

There is therefore a natural morphism of symmetric sequences

ι : γS
n (X)� γS

n (Y) → γS
n (X� Y),

given simply by inclusion, which can easily be seen to be appropriately equivariant,
associative and unital. �

Remark 2.17. The results in this section can be generalized to totally dis-
connected groupoids G with set of objects N that are endowed with two monoidal
structures, one of which is multiplicative and the other additive on objets, and
which satisfy a sufficiently strict interchange law.

Appendix A. Proofs of Proposition 1.20 and Theorem 1.22

Before proving the results cited above, we introduce an alternative, coordinate-
free approach to symmetric sequences and their monoidal structures, to simplify
and clarify our arguments. We are not aware of exactly this approach to monoidal
structures on symmetric sequences elsewhere in the literature and think it may
prove useful in other contexts as well, as it enables us to avoid explicit mention of
symmetric group actions.

A.1. Coordinate-free operads. Let F denote the category of finite sets and
all set maps between them. Let A denote the groupoid of finite set maps, i.e., the
objects of A are morphisms in F, while a morphism in A from an object f : T → S
to an object f ′ : T ′ → S′ consists of a pair of bijections β : T → T ′ and α : S → S′

such that f ′β = αf . Note that there is an injective homomorphism of groupoids

Σ → A : n �→
(
{1, ..., n} → {1}

)
, σ ∈ Σn �→ (σ, Id{1}),

enabling us to view Σ as a subgroupoid of A.
The category Aop is symmetric monoidal with respect to

∐
, the restriction of

the coproduct functor in the category of finite set maps and all pairs of set maps
between them to Aop. Note that

∐
is not the coproduct in Aop itself: given maps

of finite sets f and g, there are no maps in Aop from f and g to f
∐

g.
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A multiplicative functor from Aop to S is a functor Φ : Aop → S that is monoidal
with respect to

∐
on Aop and with respect to cartesian product on S. In particular,

if Φ is a multiplicative functor, then the natural isomorphism

Φ(−
∐

−)
∼=−→ Φ(−)× Φ(−)

induces a natural isomorphism

(A.1) Φ(f : S → R) ∼=
∏
r∈R

Φ
(
f−1(r) → {r}

)
for every map of finite sets f : S → R.

We let [Aop, S]mult denote the category of multiplicative functors and monoidal
natural transformations, i.e., natural transformations τ : Φ → Φ′ such that

Φ(f
∐

g)

τf
∐

g

��

∼= �� Φ(f)× Φ(g)

τf×τg

��
Φ′(f

∐
g)

∼= �� Φ′(f)× Φ′(g)

commutes for all f, g ∈ A.
Our interest in the category [Aop, S]mult is due to the key lemma below.

Lemma A.1. The category SSeq of symmetric sequences is equivalent to the
category [Aop, S]mult.

Proof. Define functors

SSeq → [Aop, S]mult : X �→ ΦX

and
[Aop, S]mult → SSeq : Φ �→ XΦ

as follows. For all Φ ∈ [Aop, S]mult, the symmetric sequence XΦ is given by restric-
tion of Φ to Σop, seen as a subcategory of Aop.

To define the other equivalence, first fix an equivalence of categories

F → Sk(F) : (T
f−→ S) �→

(
|T | |f |−−→ |S|

)
from F to a skeleton of F. This equivalence restricts and corestricts to an equivalence
of groupoids between Fbij , the category of finite sets and bijections, and Σ. For any
symmetric sequence X, define ΦX : Aop → S by

ΦX(T
f−→ S) =

∏
s∈S

X
(
|f−1(s)|

)
,

while for any morphism (β, α) : (T
f−→ S) → (T ′ f ′

−→ S′) in A,

ΦX(β, α) :
∏

s′∈S′

X
(
|(f ′)−1(s′)|

)
→

∏
s∈S

X
(
|f−1(s)|

)
: (xs′)s′∈S′ �→

(
xα(s) · |βs|

)
s∈S

,

where βs = β|f−1(s) : f
−1(s)

∼=−→ (f ′)−1
(
α(s)

)
. The construction of ΦX is obviously

natural in X. Moreover, the universal property of the categorical product enables us

to endow this functor with a natural isomorphism ΦX(−
∐

−)
∼=−→ ΦX(−)×ΦX(−).

To conclude that these functors form an equivalence of categories, it suffices to
observe that, by formula (A.1), every Φ ∈ [Aop, S]mult is determined by its values
on set maps of the form {1, .., n} → {1}. �
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We need descriptions of the various monoidal structures on the category of
symmetric sequences in terms of this more unfamiliar presentation of the category.

Notation A.2. Let Cospan denote the full subcategory of the category of
Aop × Aop, the objects of which are cospans, i.e., pairs of set maps f : T → S and
f ′ : T ′ → S.

Let Comp denote the full subcategory of the category of Aop ×Aop, the objects
of which are composable pairs of set maps f : S → R and g : T → S.

For all Φ,Ψ ∈ [Aop, S]mult, let Φ × Ψ : Aop × Aop → S denote the external
product, i.e.,

(Φ×Ψ)(T
f−→ S, T ′ f ′

−→ S) = Φ(f)×Ψ(f ′).

We use the same notation to denote the restriction of this functor to either Cospan
or Comp.

The next two lemmas can be easily proved by explicit computation of left Kan
extensions. One must be careful to check that the functors obtained do indeed admit
multiplicative structure. The key observation is that if F : I → S and G : J → S
are two functors from small categories into S, then

colimI×J(F ×G) ∼= colimI F × colimJ G,

which follows from the fact that colimits in S are stable under pullback [4, Section
2.9].

Lemma A.3. Let Φ,Ψ ∈ [Aop, S]mult. Under the equivalence of SSeq and
[Aop, S]mult of Lemma A.1,

(1) the left Kan extension of Φ×Ψ along the disjoint union functor

Cospan → Aop : (T
f−→ S, T ′ f ′

−→ S) �→ (T
∐

T ′ f+f ′

−−−→ S)

corresponds to the graded tensor product of symmetric sequences, and

(2) the left Kan extension of Φ×Ψ along the fibered product functor

Cospan → Aop : (T
f−→ S, T ′ f ′

−→ S) �→ (T ×S T ′ f×Sf
′

−−−−→ S)

corresponds to the matrix monoidal product of symmetric sequences.

Associativity and symmetry of these two monoidal structures on symmetric
sequences therefore follow immediately from the associativity and symmetry of the
disjoint union and the fiber product constructions. We have a similar description
of the nonsymmetric, but still associative, composition product of symmetric se-
quences, which, naturally enough, arises from composition of set maps.

Lemma A.4. Let Φ,Ψ ∈ [Aop, S]mult. Under the identification of SSeq and
[Aop, S]mult of Lemma A.1, the left Kan extension of Φ×Ψ along the composition
functor

comp : Comp → Aop : (S
f−→ R, T

g−→ S)) �→ (T
gf−→ R)

corresponds to the composition product of symmetric sequences.

Remark A.5. Let Υ : Aop → S denote the functor specified by Υ(f) = ∗ if
f is a bijection and Υ(f) = ∅ else. As a consequence of Lemma A.4, an operad
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corresponds under the equivalence of Lemma A.1 to a functor Φ ∈ [Aop, S]mult

together with natural transformations

μ : Φ× Φ → Φ ◦ comp : Comp → S

and
η : Υ → Φ,

satisfying the obvious associativity, unitality and naturality conditions.

A.2. Applying coordinate-free methods. Thanks to Lemmas A.3 and
A.4, we can now describe the source and target of the natural transformation re-
quired in Proposition 1.20 as left Kan extensions. The description is formulated in
terms of the following pair of categories and a certain functor between them.

Let Cospan(Comp) denote the subcategory of Comp×Comp the objects of which
are pairs of pairs

(
(f, g), (f ′, g′)

)
such that f and f ′ have the same codomain. Let

Comp(Cospan) denote the subcategory of Cospan×Cospan the objects of which are
pairs of pairs

(
(f, f ′), (g, g′)

)
such that f : S → R, f ′ : S′ → R, g : T → S ×R S′

and g′ : T ′ → S ×R S′, whence the composite

T ×S×RS′ T ′ = T ×R T ′ g×Rg′

−−−−→ S ×R S′ f×Rf ′

−−−−→ R

makes sense. These two categories are linked by a functor

ω : Cospan(Comp) → Comp(Cospan)

defined on objects by

ω
(
(S

f−→ R, T
g−→ S), (S′ f ′

−→ R, T ′ g′

−→ S′)
)
=

(
(f, f ′), (g ×R S′, S ×R g′)

)
.

Observe that ω is associative, in the sense that

ω(Id× ω)
(
(f, g), (f ′, g′), (f ′′, g′′)

)
=

(
(f, f ′, f ′′), (g ×R S′ ×R′ S′′, S ×R g′ ×R′ S′′,×RS

′ ×R′ g′′)
)

= ω(ω × Id)
(
(f, g), (f ′, g′), (f ′′, g′′)

)
.

Let ω(2) = ω(Id× ω) = ω(ω × Id).

Corollary A.6. Let Φ,Φ′,Ψ,Ψ′ ∈ [Aop, S]mult. Under the identification of
SSeq and [Aop, S]mult of Lemma A.1,

(1) the left Kan extension of

Comp(Cospan)
Φ×Φ′×Ψ×Ψ′
−−−−−−−−−→ S :

(
(f, f ′), (g, g′)

)
�→ Φ(f)× Φ′(f ′)×Ψ(g)×Ψ′(g′)

along the functor

Comp(Cospan)
ϕ−→ Aop :

(
(f, f ′), (g, g′)

)
�→ (g ×R g′) ◦ (f ×R f ′),

where f : S → R, f ′ : S′ → R, g : T → S ×R S′ and g′ : T ′ → S ×R S′,
corresponds to (XΦ�XΦ′) ◦ (XΨ�XΨ′), and

(2) the left Kan extension of

Cospan(Comp)
Φ×Ψ×Φ′×Ψ′
−−−−−−−−−→ S : (f, g, f ′, g′) �→ Φ(f)×Ψ(g)× Φ′(f ′)×Ψ′(g′)

along the functor

Cospan(Comp)
ϕω−−→ Aop :

(
(f, g), (f ′, g′)

)
�→ (gf)×R (g′f ′),

where R is the codomain of f and f ′, corresponds to (XΦ◦XΨ)�(XΦ′◦XΨ′).
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The domain and codomain of the natural transformation of Proposition 1.20
can therefore be computed as left Kan extensions in a (noncommuting) diagram of
the following form.

Cospan(Comp)

ω

��

Φ×Ψ×Φ′×Ψ′
�� S

Comp(Cospan)

ϕ

��

Φ×Φ′×Ψ×Ψ′

����������������������

Aop

To prove the existence of the desired natural transformation

σ : (− ◦ −)�(− ◦ −) →
(
(−�−) ◦ (−�−)

)
(23) : SSeq×4 → SSeq,

where (23) denotes the functor permuting the middle two copies of SSeq, it there-
fore suffices to construct a family of natural transformations t from Φ×Ψ×Φ′×Ψ′

to (Φ×Φ′×Ψ×Ψ′)ω, which are themselves natural in Φ,Φ′,Ψ, and Ψ′. To establish
the required associativity of σ, we must then prove that
(A.2)

Φ×Ψ× Φ′ ×Ψ′ × Φ′′ ×Ψ′′

Id×t

��

t×Id �� (Φ× Φ′ ×Ψ×Ψ′)ω × Φ′′ ×Ψ′′

t∗(ω×Id)

��
Φ×Ψ× (Φ′ × Φ′′ ×Ψ′ ×Ψ′′)ω

t∗(Id×ω) �� (Φ× Φ′ × Φ′′ ×Ψ×Ψ′ ×Ψ′′)ω(2)

commutes, where ∗ denotes whiskering.
Before defining and studying t, we need one more important natural map.

Notation A.7. Let Φ ∈ [Aop, S]mult. Consider the following pullback diagram
of set maps.

T ×R S′

��

g×RS′
�� S ×R S′

��

�� S′

f ′

��
T

g �� S
f �� R

There is a map from δΦ : Φ(g) → Φ(g ×R S′), which is essentially an iterated
diagonal map and which is natural in f , g and f ′, as well as Φ. We can construct
this map as follows. Since Φ is multiplicative,

Φ(g) ∼=
∏
s

Φ
(
g−1(s) → {s}

)
and

Φ(g ×R S′) ∼=
∏

(s,s′)∈S×RS′

Φ
(
(g ×R S′)−1(s, s′) → {(s, s′)}

)

∼=
∏

(s,s′)∈S×RS′

Φ
(
g−1(s)× {s′} → {(s, s′)}

)
.

For every (s, s′) ∈ S ×R S′, there is a morphism in A

(βs,s′ , αs,s′) :
(
g−1(s) → {s}

)
→

(
g−1(s)× {s′} → {(s, s′)}

)
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given by βs,s′(x) = (x, s′) for all x ∈ g−1(s).
Let

ιΦs,s′ = Φ(β−1
s,s′ , α

−1
s,s′) : Φ

(
g−1(s) → {s}

)
→ Φ

(
g−1(s)× {s′} → {(s, s′)}

)
.

Using the decomposition into products, we can now define δΦ : Φ(g) → Φ(g×R S′)
by

δΦ
(
(ys)s∈S

)
=

(
ιΦs,s′(ys)

)
(s,s′)∈S×RS′ .

The naturality of δΦ is clear.

Proof of Proposition 1.20. Let Φ,Φ′,Ψ,Ψ′ ∈ [Aop, S]mult. There is a nat-
ural transformation

t : Φ×Ψ× Φ′ ×Ψ′ → (Φ× Φ′ ×Ψ×Ψ′)ω

defined componentwise as follows. Given
(
(S

f−→ R, T
g−→ S), (S′ f ′

−→ R, T ′ g′

−→ S′)
)
,

define

Φ(f)×Ψ(g)× Φ′(f ′)×Ψ′(g′)
t−→ Φ(f)× Φ(f ′)×Ψ(g ×R S′)×Ψ′(S ×R g′)

by
t(x, y, x′, y′′) =

(
x, x′, δΦ′(y), δΨ′(y′)

)
.

An easy computation, based on the coassociativity of the diagonal map of any
simplicial set, shows that diagram (A.2) commutes, as desired. �

Now that we have chosen a specific natural transformation σ, we are ready to
show that it is appropriately compatible with operad multiplication, as formulated
in Theorem 1.22.

Proof of Theorem 1.22. For any pair of operads P,Q, let π : P�Q → P⊗Q

denote the natural composite

P�Q
ι−→ P ◦ Q ↪→ P

∐
Q

ψ−→ P⊗ Q,

where ι(p, q) = (p; q, ..., q), the second morphism is the obvious inclusion into the
coproduct of operads, and ψ denotes the quotient map, so that π(p, q) = p⊗ q.

Define υ to be the composite

(P◦X◦Q)�(P′◦X′◦Q′)
(σ◦Id)σ−−−−−→ (P�P

′)◦(X�X
′)◦(Q�Q

′)
π◦Id◦π−−−−→ (P⊗P

′)◦(X�X
′)◦(Q⊗Q

′).

Proposition 1.20 implies that diagram (1.2) commutes if

(A.3) μP⊗Q(π
◦2)σ = π(μP�μQ) : P

◦2�Q◦2 → P⊗ Q

for any operads P and Q, so we now check this identity, in the coordinate-free
framework set up above. We begin by analyzing more closely the two sides of
equation (A.3).

Let σ̃ : (P ◦ P)�(Q ◦ Q) → P ◦ (P�Q) ◦ Q denote the natural morphism of
symmetric sequences specified by

σ̃
(
(p; p1, ..., pk), (q; q1, ..., ql)

)
=

(
p; (p1, q), ..., (pk, q); q1, ..., ql, ..., q1, ..., ql

)
,

where p ∈ P(k), q ∈ Q(l) and pi ∈ P(mi), qj ∈ Q(nj) for all i, j. The associativity
of the multiplication on P ⊗ Q and the fact that the inclusions P → P ⊗ Q and
Q → P ⊗ Q are operad maps together imply easily that π(μP�μQ) is equal to the
composite

(P ◦ P)�(Q ◦ Q) σ̃−→ P ◦ (P�Q) ◦ Q Id◦π◦Id−−−−−→ P ◦ (P⊗ Q) ◦ Q λ−→ P⊗ Q,
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where the morphism λ is constructed from the left action of P and the right action of
Q on P⊗Q. It follows from the commutativity relation imposed on the Boardman-
Vogt tensor product that

P ◦ (P�Q) ◦ Q
λ(Id◦π◦Id)

����
���

���
��

Id◦sw◦Id ∼=

��

P⊗ Q

P ◦ (Q�P) ◦ Q
λ(Id◦π◦Id)

�������������

commutes, where sw : P�Q → Q�P denotes the symmetry transformation of the
matrix monoidal product, whence

π(μP�μQ) = λ(Id ◦ π ◦ Id)(Id ◦ sw ◦ Id)σ̃.
Observe now that the diagram

P ◦ (Q�P) ◦ Q

Id◦ι◦Id
��

λ(Id◦π◦Id) �� P⊗ Q

P ◦ Q ◦ P ◦ Q ψ◦ψ �� (P⊗ Q) ◦ (P⊗ Q)

μP⊗Q

��

commutes, since the quotient map ψ : P
∐

Q → P ⊗ Q is a morphism of operads,
and the multiplication on P⊗ Q is associative. Consequently,

π(μP�μQ) = μP⊗Q(ψ ◦ ψ)(Id ◦ ι ◦ Id)(Id ◦ sw ◦ Id)σ̃.
If we show moreover that

(A.4) (ι ◦ ι)σ = (Id ◦ ι ◦ Id)(Id ◦ sw ◦ Id)σ̃,
then we can conclude, since in that case

μP⊗Q(π ◦ π)σ = μP⊗Q(ψ ◦ ψ)(ι ◦ ι)σ
= μP⊗Q(ψ ◦ ψ)(Id ◦ ι ◦ Id)(Id ◦ sw ◦ Id)σ̃
= π(μP�μQ),

as desired. It remains thus to verify equation (A.4).
We can translate equation (A.4) into our coordinate-free framework as follows.

Let Comp(Comp) denote the subcategory of Comp × Comp the objects of which
are 4-tuples (f, g, h, k) of composable maps. Let Aop ∨ Comp ∨ Aop denote the
subcategory of (Aop)×4 the objects of which are sequences of set maps of the form

(S
f−→ R, (T

g−→ S, T ′ g′

−→ S), U
k−→ T ×S T ′).

In the remainder of this proof we work with the following functors, in addition to
those already defined:

• θ : Cospan(Comp) → Aop ∨ Comp ∨ Aop specified by

θ
(
(S

f−→ R, T
g−→ S), (S′ f ′

−→ R, T ′ g′

−→ S′)
)
=

(
f, (S ×R f ′, g), T ×R g′

)
,
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• χ : Aop ∨ Comp ∨ Aop →: Aop ∨ Comp ∨ Aop specified by

χ
(
S

f−→ R, (T
g−→ S, T ′ g′

−→ S), U
k−→ T ×S T ′

)
=

(
f, (g′, g), h

)

• ζ : Aop ∨ Comp ∨ Aop → Comp(Comp) specified by

ζ
(
S

f−→ R, (T
g−→ S, T ′ g′

−→ S), U
h−→ T ×S T ′

)
= (f, g, T ×S g′, h),

• κ : Comp(Cospan) → Comp(Comp) specified by

κ
(
(S

f−→ R, S′ f ′
−→ R), (T

g−→ S ×R S′, T ′ g′
−→ S ×R S′)

)
=

(
(f, S ×R f ′), (g, T ×S×RS′ g′)

)

and

• comp(2) : Comp(Comp) → Aop : (f, g, h, k) �→ khgf.

Recall the definition of the functor ω : Cospan(Comp) → Comp(Cospan) from
the beginning of this section. The diagram of functors

(A.5) Cospan(Comp)

ω

��

θ �� Aop ∨ Comp ∨ Aop

χ

��
Comp(Cospan)

κ

��

Aop ∨ Comp ∨ Aop

ζ

��
Comp(Comp)

comp(2)

����
���

���
���

Comp(Comp)

comp(2)

		���
���

���
���

Aop

commutes. To see this, fix any object
(
(S

f−→ R, T
g−→ S), (S′ f ′

−→ R, T ′ g′

−→ S′)
)
in

Cospan(Comp), and consider the associated iterated pullback diagram.

T ×R T ′

T×Rg′

��

g×RT ′
��

��

S ×R T ′ f×RT ′
��

S×Rg′

��

T ′

g′

��
T ×R S′

T×Rf ′

��

g×RS′
�� S ×R S′

S×Rf ′

��

f×RS′
�� S′

f ′

��
T

g �� S
f �� R
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The commutativity of this diagram implies that

comp(2) κω
(
(f, g), (f ′, g′)

)
= comp(2) κ

(
(f, f ′), (g ×R S′, S ×R g′)

)
= comp(2)

(
f, S ×R f ′, g ×R S′, T ×R g′

)
= gf ×R g′f ′

= comp(2)
(
f, g, T ×R f ′, T ×R g′

)
= comp(2) ζ

(
f, (g, S ×R f ′), T ×R g′

)
= comp(2) ζχ

(
f, (S ×R f ′, g), T ×R g′

)
= comp(2) ζχθ

(
(f, g), (f ′, g′)

)
.

We can also check easily that ϕ = comp(2) κ (cf. Corollary A.6).
The relevance of diagram (A.5) for verifying (A.4) is a consequence of the follow-

ing observations, which are based on Lemmas A.3 and A.4. Under the identification
of SSeq and [Aop, S]mult of Lemma A.1,

• the left Kan extension of

Aop ∨ Comp ∨ Aop Φ×Ψ×Ψ′×Ξ−−−−−−−−−→ S :
(
f, (g, g′), h

)
�→ Φ(f)×Ψ(g)×Ψ′(g′)× Ξ(h)

along comp(2) ζ corresponds to XΦ ◦ (XΨ�XΨ′) ◦ XΞ,
• the left Kan extension of

Comp(Comp)
Φ×Ψ×Ξ×Ω−−−−−−−−→ S :

(
f, (g, g′), h

)
�→ Φ(f)×Ψ(g)× Ξ(g′)× Ω(h)

along comp(2) corresponds to XΦ ◦ XΨ ◦ XΨ′ ◦ XΞ.

For any Φ,Ψ,Φ′,Ψ′ ∈ [Aop, S]mult, consider the following augmented version of
commutative diagram (A.5).

(A.6) Cospan(Comp)

ω

��

Φ×Ψ×Φ′×Ψ′



�
��

��
��

��
��

��
��

��
��

��
θ �� Aop ∨ Comp ∨ Aop

Φ×Ψ×Φ′×Ψ′

�����
��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��
�

χ

��
Comp(Cospan)

κ

��

Φ×Φ′×Ψ×Ψ′
�� S Aop ∨ Comp ∨ AopΦ×Φ′×Ψ×Ψ′

��

ζ

��
Comp(Comp)

comp(2)

��			
			

			
			

			

Φ×Φ′×Ψ×Ψ′























Comp(Comp)

comp(2)

������
����

����
����

Φ×Φ′×Ψ×Ψ′

������������������������

Aop

Each triangle in the diagram above can be filled in with a natural tranformation,
to create a commuting diagram of natural transformations. First, it is obvious that

Φ×Ψ× Φ′ ×Ψ′ = (Φ× Φ′ ×Ψ×Ψ′)χ,
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which corresponds to the symmetry of the matrix monoidal product. We know
moreover that there is a natural transformation

t : Φ×Ψ× Φ′ ×Ψ′ → (Φ× Φ′ ×Ψ×Ψ′)ω,

giving rise to the natural transformation σ. By very similar arguments, using the
natural maps δ(−) (cf. Notation A.7), one can show easily that there are natural
transformations

t̃ : Φ×Ψ× Φ′ ×Ψ′ → (Φ×Ψ× Φ′ ×Ψ′)θ,

corresponding to σ̃,

i : Φ× Φ′ ×Ψ×Ψ′ → (Φ× Φ′ ×Ψ×Ψ′)κ,

corresponding to ι ◦ ι, and

ı̃ : Φ× Φ′ ×Ψ×Ψ′ → (Φ× Φ′ ×Ψ×Ψ′)ζ,

corresponding to Id ◦ ι ◦ ι, such that

(i ∗ ω)t = (̃ı ∗ χθ)̃t,

from which we can conclude that (A.4) does indeed hold. �
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